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Problems in Planetary Science
that Subaru can solve
(1) Details for Planetary migration which happened at the early Solar
system
Where ? : which region aﬀected by planetary migration ?
How? : How many (much) small bodies were transported between
regions by planetary migration?

(2) Distribution and transportation of water in the Solar system
Finding origins of ocean water on the Earth, Marsʼs hidden water, etc.

For solving the (1), we propose this observation.

Investigation of size frequency distribution for objects
in trans neptunian region in order to get more
information of planet migration by HSC

Modeling of the planetary formation
Still incomplete
• Formation time of Uranus (U) and Neptune (N) : if the both planets were formed at the current
orbits, they can not grow up the current size by the present time.

• U and N were formed in the inner region than current locations and then move outward by
some reasons. The idea came out in the late of 20th century. We still could not figure out
yet.

• In 2005, Nice Model was proposed. Jupiter (J), Saturn (S), U, N were once formed in the
inner region with compact inter distance each other. Then they moved by interactions with
small bodies around them. (Tsiganis et al. 2005, Science. There are many versions.）

• In 2011, Grand tack Model was proposed. J and S moved inward in the proto-planetary
disk, then scattered planetesimals into the terrestrial planet region. (Walsh et al. 2011,
Nature)

• At first, Solar System had 5 giant planets instead of 4. One of planet was scattered away
from the solar system. (Chambers 1999, Meteoritics; Nesvorny 2011, ApJL)

• Recently, more ideas.
We are almost lost in the middle of many possible models.

➢ Remnant of the plant migration can be
recorded on the orbital distribution of small
bodies or/and craters on the surfaces of
planets/satellites.

Get constraints from
observations for making
better models.

Nice Model
•

The orbital configuration of giant planets
was much compact than current one.

•

As a result of gravitational interaction
with planetesimals, J and S got into the
2:1 resonance. Then, their orbits
changed a lot. U and N scattered outer
planetesimals.

•

The orbit of N was extended into the
Kuiper belt region and then scattered
the Kuiper belt objects. This is the cause
of Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB),
which is intense impact in the terrestrial
planet region, after planet formation
completed.

•

A part of scattered objects were
captured by Jupiter into its trojan orbit.
This is the origin of current Jupiter
Trojans. (Morbidelli et al, 2005)

✓ Initial configuration of planets are too artificial.

Grand tack Model
”Tack” direction change

（Planet migration : inward to outward）

•

In the porto-planetary nebula, dry, hydrated,
icy planetesimal were formed along
temperature gradient.

•

J migrated inward, S followed J. J and S
went through the 2:3 resonant, then
changed the direction of migration at 1.5 au.

•

As a result of stirring, the current main belt
area (~2-3.5au) contained the three kinds of
planetesimals.

•
✓

Dry planetesimals were pushed inward. Near
Mars region, the amount of planetesimals
decreased. Thatʼs why Mars born small.
It is unclear to produce the zoning of the

current main belt.
✓ No quantitative study.

Dry

Hydrated

Icy

One planet was rejected
from Solar system
• J, S, and three icy planets were located < 15
au. J and S was in 3:2 resonance.
• Interaction between planets and
planetesimals caused gravitational instability,
then planetʼs orbits were changed.
• One planet was tend to scattered during the
instability.
• Since we have 4 planets in the current solar
system, there must be 5 planets at the
beginning.
• The scattered planet may be one of the freefloating planets.

（Sumi et al. 2011, Nature）

Nesvorny 2011, ApJL

Current model
• First Grand Tack, then Nice
model or 5 planets model.

• There are still a lot of
•

uncertainties.
However, we believe that the
planet migration happened.

Because there are

•

an evidence from the
taxonomic distribution of

•

small bodies.
an evidence from the size
frequency distribution of
small bodies.

•

A suggestion from the orbital
distribution of outer objects.

•

suggestions from the
numerical simulations.

FE DeMeo & B Carry Nature 505, 629-634 (2014) doi:10.1038/nature12908

Taxonomic type distribution

Evidence 1

Assumptions:

Ｃ型小惑星の探査における可視・近赤外分光の役割／廣井，杉田
Objects have the same composition were formed in the same region.

Objects have the same composition show the same spectra.
Under the above assumptions, the spectra of small bodies were
well studied. With the spectra, the small bodies are classiﬁed into
many types.
Same type means the same origin, the same formation region.
Based on the data from SDSS, it turned out that many
taxonomic type are mixed from the main belt to Jupiter Trojan
region. This consists with an expected result of planet migration.
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Fig 3. The compositional mass distribution throughout the asteroid belt out to the Trojans. The gray
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図1： Tholen et al. (1984) [3]による分類別の8色拡張可視小惑
の反射率）の線形結合が主成分として使われる．多数
ある小惑星の観測スペクトルのデータセットの分散を
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•

最大にする線形結合が第1主成分で，この成分を除外
したあとで最大の分散を与える線形結合が第2主成分
と定義される．このように分散を最大化する変数の組
は，調査対象（ここでは小惑星）の間に見られる多様性
を最も良く表す変数の組であると考えることができる．
波長ごとに調べずに，このような主成分を縦軸，横軸
にして作成した図が図2であり，S, A, D, Fなどグルー
プごとに分離する傾向が見て取れる．これを第3主成

Using the data from SDSS
分以降の他の主成分についても調べて，互いに別個の

Fig 4. The compositional mass distribution as a function of size throughout the main belt out to the Trojans.
The mass is calculated for each individual object with a diameter of 50km and greater using its albedo to

•

Create records
Moon

Evidence 2

Highland : formed more than 3.8 Gya.
Maria : formed later than 3.8 Gya.

Highland（4-3.8 Gya）

Highland craters show a wavy Size
Frequency Distribution (SFD). Maria
craters show a flat SFD. There is no
crater D >100km. Impact frequency is
much lower than Highland.

The same SFDs were found on
terrestrial planets
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Before 3.8 Gya, impactors with the wavy SFD fell on terrestrial planets.
After 3.8 Gya to the present, impactors with the flat SFD fell on there.

It seems that the source of impactors was suddenly change around 3.8Gya.

Found the source regions of impactors
SDSS

Subaru

Spacewatch

Impactors of lunar
highland

Impactors of Mars plain

(1) Main belt asteroids (MBAs)：
wavy SFD = Lunar Highland
craterʼs SFD.
(2) Near Earth asteroids (NEAr):flat
SFD = Lunar Maria and Mars plain
craters SFD.

R
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Before 3.8 Gya, a lot of MBAs impacted
on the moon and other terrestrial
planets.
After 3.8 Gya, NEAs hit terrestrial
planets. Frequency of impacts
decreased a lot.

MBAs fell on the terrestrial planets, keeping the SFD. This can caused
Strom, Malhotra, Ito, Yoshida, Kring (2005)
by only resonance sweeping by Jupiter.
This exactly related to planet migration.

Science, 309,1847-1850

Different SFDs between MBAs
and outer objects (Hildas and JTs)
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Their SFDs are rather flat on the R- plot.
Terai & Yoshida AJ, 156:30 (2018)

Yoshida & Terai AJ, 154:71 (2017)

We obtained the SFDs of JTs down to D=
2 km, Hildas down to D= 1 km.

102

They are totally different from the MBAʼs
SFD (wavy shape).

Planet migration model suggested that
JTs came from outer region during the
gravitational instability era. It is natural
they have a different SFD from MBAs.

103

Comparison of size frequency distributions
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Gradual difference of SFDs
from MBAs to JTs
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If the prediction of Nice model predicted
(current JTs are originated from the
Kuiper belt objects) is correct, JTʼs SDF
can be the same as KBOʼs SFD.
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This gradual difference of SFDs may reflect
the
difference
contamination
oftheouter
1979) to better
illustrate
the SFD of craters.of
When
sufficient data sets are available,
R-plot provides a more
sensitive comparison between SFDs than if using cumulative plots (N / D ).
Missing part is the SFD of outer objects.
Strom et al.
(2005) compared
the SFDs between
inner
MBAs, NEAs,migration.
and Lunar or Martian (northern plain) craters
objects
caused
by
planet
to identify the origin of impactors that formed these craters (see Figure 2). Using the same methodology, we compared

Figure 4. R-curves of the five populations shown in Figure 3 are illustrated here in a single panel. Each R-curve is vertically
shifted for clarity, so that readers can better see their di↵erences and similarities.
fig:Rcurves-in-one

b

the SFDs between inner MBAs, middle MBAs, outer MBAs, Hildas and JTs, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The data
for each survey were truncated at the detection limit of the survey, which was determined using the methods discussed
in Section 2. The vertical R-values from di↵erent surveys were adjusted so that the SFDs are connected with each
other smoothly.
We noticed that the SFDs of the three main belt regions present roughly similar shapes: there is a knee around
D = 100–150 km and a dip around D = 20–30 km. The similar SFD shape suggests that the entire main belt consists

We deﬁnitely need the SFD of TNOs for better understanding planetary
migration.

Numerical simulations suggest that objects scattered by migrating
planet were captured into the JT to outer main belt region.

e.g. Chaotic capture of trans-Jovian objects

Suggestion
by P. Lykawka

Simulations: 3 million particles on Jupiter-Saturn encountering orbits at a0 = 6-10 au, i0 =
0-30 deg, q > 5.4 au and e > 0.1. Later, the four giant planets migrate smoothly to their
current orbits (residual migration) in 10 Myr
10 Myr
10Myr
Hildas
Trojans

e

later
Most of the

i

captured

(º)

asteroids have
stable orbits at

a (au)

a (au)

e < ~0.35 and i <
~30 deg.

→ 130 Jupiter Trojans captured (~25% stable over 4 Gyr).
with similar numbers at the L4 and L5 clouds
→ ~600 Hildas captured.
→ More than 2500 objects captured mainly into the outer main belt.
Not so much into the inner main belt.

This result is consistent
with the gradual
difference of SFDs from
MBAs to JTs.

Complicated orbital distribution of TNOs
There are 4 dynamical groups in TNO region,
suggesting that TNO region had been experienced
dynamical evolutions.
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The Astronomical Journal, 151:22 (12pp), 2016 February

Detached TNOs
Classical TNOs
Batygin & Brown

Detached TNOs may be clustered
by unseen planet (P9).
K. Batygin and M. E.
Brown Astron. J. 151,
22 (2016)
Figure 1. Orbits of well-characterized Kuiper-belt objects with perihelion distances in excess of q>30 AU. The left, middle, and right panels depict the longitude of
perihelion, ϖ, longitude of ascending node, Ω, and argument of perihelion ω as functions of semimajor axes. The orbits of objects with a<150 AU are randomly
oriented and are shown as gray points. The argument of perihelion displays clustering beyond a>150 AU, while the longitudes of perihelion and ascending node
exhibit conﬁnement beyond a>250 AU. Within the a>150 AU subset of objects, dynamically stable bodies are shown with blue-green points, whereas their
unstable counterparts are shown as green dots. By and large, the stable objects are clustered in a manner that is consistent with the a>250 AU group of bodies. The
eccentricities, inclinations, and perihelion distances of the stable objects are additionally labeled. The horizontal lines beyond a>250 AU depict the mean values of
the angles and the vertical error bars depict the associated standard deviations of the mean.

of material to exist between ∼100 and ∼10,000 AU (Madigan
& McCourt 2015).
Such an estimate is at odds with the negligibly small mass of
the present Sedna population (Schwamb et al. 2010). To this
end, it is worth noting that although the primordial
planetesimal disk of the solar system likely comprised tens of
EarthThe
massessame
(Tsiganis etthing
al. 2005; Levison et al. 2008, 2011;
Batygin et al. 2011), the vast majority of this material was
happens
in outer
ejected
from the system
by close encounters with the giant
planets during, and immediately following, the transient
dynamical
instabilityby
that P9.
shaped the Kuiper Belt in the ﬁrst
region
The inhomogeneous distribution (clustering) of the
place. The characteristic timescale for depletion of the
primordial disk is likely to be short compared with the
longitude of perihelion in the main belt asteroids. It
timescale for the onset of the inclination instability (Nescaused by Jupiter.
vorný 2015), calling into question whether the inclination
https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/lists/MPDistribution.html

There is special direction of

ellipsoidal orbits of Detached.
This suggests that a massive object
kicked detached objects.

for orbits that are not contaminated by strong interactions with
Neptune should preferably exclude these objects as well.
In order to identify which of the q>30 AU and
a>150 AU KBOs are strongly inﬂuenced by Neptune, we
numerically evolved six clones of each member of the clustered
population for 4 Gyr. If more than a single clone in the
calcuations exhibited large-scale semimajor axis variation, we
deemed such an objects dynamically unstable.2 Indeed, many
of the considered KBOs (generally those with
30<q<36 AU) experience strong encounters with Neptune,
leaving only 6 of the 13 bodies largely unaffected by the
presence of Neptune. The stable objects are shown as dark
blue-green dots in Figure 1, while those residing on unstable
orbits are depicted as green points.
Interestingly, the stable objects cluster not around ω=0 but

What Subaru can do/
should do ?
Understanding planet migration at the early Solar system

Outer objects survey
to obtain SFD of TNOs
by HCS
We need a large survey, spending a few 10 nights or so.
Better to do under the EAO collaboration

Investigation of distribution and transportation of
water in the Solar system
by 3μm survey (IRCS) and PSF survey (HSC)
Not PFS

rom https://academic.oup.com/pasj/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/pasj/psy125/5238131 by guest on 13 January 2019

Dry and hydrated asteroids are distinguishable
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Fig. 3. Example of data reduction for C-type asteroid 511 Davida (Obs ID:1520065-001, observed on 2008 November 16). (a) Reference image in the N3
2.7
2.75
2.8
band, which is used to derive the wavelength reference position in the spectral images. (b) Spectroscopic image with the grism (NG). One pointed
Peak wavelength [µm]
observation consists of four spectroscopic frames, one reference frame, and four or five spectroscopic frames (total number of frames depends on
the attitude stability of the satellite). The target is placed on the 1′ × 1′ Np window to avoid contamination from background stars. (c) Spectrum
Fig. 21. Relationship between the band depths at 2.7 µm against the
extracted from the target using the toolkit. The red, blue, and green curves denote the thermal component of the spectrum calculated by the
NEATM
peak wavelength for C-complex asteroids. Marks are the same as in
that is removed to derive the reflectance spectrum, the spectrum of the reflected sunlight component, and the total modeled spectrum, respectively.
figure 1. The correlation coefficient is 0.88. The solid gray line indicates
(d) Reflectance spectrum normalized at 2.6 µm. The spectrum beyond the truncated wavelength (λtrunc ) cannot be used due to the uncertainty
the fittedoflinear line. The thin red dots denote the asteroid treated as
the thermal model (see sub-subsection 2.2.4). The green dotted line denotes the continuum and the arrow shows the point where the bandoutliers
depth for
is fitting (see text). (Color online)
measured. (Color online)

Usui et al. found that a correlation between the
center of wavelength of 3μm and band depth in
2.7μm.

Fig. 5. Average reflectance spectra of C-complex asteroids. The Bus–DeMeo taxonomy is indicated in parentheses (see table 2). The gray dots indicate
the unreliable wavelength region due to large uncertainties (>10%). The 3 µm band shape is given in red text (see table 5). (Color online)

Finally, one-dimensional spectra were extracted from the
two-dimensional images by summing signals over 7 pixels
(approximately 10.′′ 5) in the spatial direction to reduce
the effect of hot pixels and/or cosmic rays that hit the
detector. Then, one-dimensional spectra were extracted.
The obtained one-dimensional spectra were smoothed
along their wavelength with 5 pixels (i.e., 1.5× PSF) for further analyses. In this study, we focus on broader features
(bandwidth of > 0.1 µm) that appeared at around 2.7 µm

Asteroidʼs spectra
taken by AKARI

Usui et al. PASJ, 2018

distinguish real features from these structures. There are
meteorite spectra. It is likely that most of them are spurious
three candidates for featureless spectra in the AKARI data,
due to the contamination of neighboring stars or insufficient
which have a band depth of less than 2% at 3 µm: 6 Hebe
(S-type), 140 Siwa (Xc-type), and 532 Herculina (S-type).
background subtraction, although we cannot completely
Note we
that 140 Siwa is classified as featureless according
rule out that they are real features. In the following,
to
the
Takir class (Takir & Emery 2012), which does not
do not discuss other features. The obtained spectra of each
show any feature above their noise level in the 3 µm band.
pointed observation are summarized in the supplementary
21 Lutetia is reported to have a broad absorption feature
data section available in the online edition.
in the 3 µm band in the Rivkin class, unlike Pallas, Ceres,
After visual inspection, it was found that some obseror Themis (Rivkin et al. 2011). Our AKARI data, on the
vational data were contaminated by ghost patternsother
(Egusa
hand, is truncated at λtrunc = 3.57 µm, and thus the

We can distinguish objects dry or hydrated
(altered by water) by 3μm survey.
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Finding water ice by IRCS
4 kinds of 3μm absorption features
*Sharp : hydrated mineral
*Round: H2O frost（no experience of water alteration）
*Ceres-like: thin H2O frost and phyllosilicate (including NH4),
irradiated organic matter, crystallized water ice, iron-rich clay,
hydroxide brucite
*Europa-like: montmorillonite?

The shape of 3 µm feature tells
us the asteroid contain
hydrated mineral or water ice.
Together of their orbital
distribution, we are able to
know the water distribution in
solar system.

Takir and Emery (2012)
investigated a correlation

Sharp

between the shape of 3 μm 2.5<a(au)<3.3
feature and their orbital
distribution of Cgh- or Chtype asteroids.

We observe Cgh- or
Ch-type asteroids by
IRCS, then ﬁnd more

Round
Ceres-like

3.4<a(au)<4.0

0.01μm. Wide absorption
feature 2.8 - 3.7 μm

asteroids related to
water.

Band Center (BC) : 3.05

2.5<a(au)<3.3

BC : 3.15

0.01μm

Europa-like

Finding MBCs by HSC
A few 10 active asteroids in the main belt were discovered so far.
They have activity like comets, but their orbits
are like asteroids and located in the main belt.
Causes of the activity

NASA, ESA, D. Jewitt (UCLA) http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/
files/14-060-asteroiddisintegration_1.jpg

• Ice sublimation Main belt comets
• Collision
• Rubble pile disruption
• etc.
In order to confirm the cause of activity is by
ice sublimation, we need a monitoring
observation of the periodicity of activity and
relationships with perihelion passage of the
asteroid.

Jewitt 2012, AJ
Hsieh & Jewitt 2006, Science
The Astronomical Journal, 156:39 (10pp), 2018 July

Comparing PSF
Through this survey, we can determine
the orbit distribution of icy objects in
the main belt. These objects might be
transported from TNO region during
the planet migration.

with reference
stars, we can ﬁnd
the activity.
Hsieh et al. (2018), AJ, 156:39
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Summary
(1) Details for Planetary migration which happened at the early Solar
system
To obtain the size frequency distribution of TNOs by HSC.

(2) Distribution and transportation of water in the Solar system
To observe Cgh- or Ch-type asteroids by IRCS, then ﬁnd more
asteroids related to water.
To do PSF survey by HSC, then ﬁnd more icy objects.
Current HSC-SSP can do, but it is not enough.
We need monitoring observation.

